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good morning welcome to ask the                                                 
theologian I'm glad you have joined us                                          
today I'm dr. Randy white taking your                                           
biblical theological and worldview                                              
questions and very delighted to do so                                           
and especially delighted today that to                                          
begin our program we have a special                                             
guest my friend Boaz Shaggy                                                     
he is tour guide extraordinaire and best                                        
friend in the whole wide world and he is                                        
obviously an expert on things that go on                                        
in Israel and in Washington DC this week                                        
our president president Donald Trump put                                        
forth a peace plan for the Middle East                                          
and I've noticed that many evangelicals                                         
and conservative Christians and those                                           
who study prophecy are a little                                                 
uncertain about this peace plan and yet                                         
conservative Israelis are very positive                                         
about this peace plan so first of all                                           
Boaz welcome to our program I'm                                                 
delighted that you are here and tell me                                         
why are you and other Israelis excited                                          
about this plan so good evening here in                                         
Israel and God bless you all this plan                                          
is the best news that the Jewish people                                         
had since 1947 no less this is the plan                                         
that no one in Israel ever dreamed that                                         
that will happen and will be done by                                            
someone who is not even Jewish or                                               
Israeli and so to be more specific about                                        
what it means it does as follows it                                             
means that Jerusalem is going to remain                                         
the capital of Israel and Israel only                                           
it's not going to be divided the way the                                        
Palestinians always wanted you to be                                            
that's one critical thing another big                                           
thing there's going to be a permission                                          
for Jewish people to worship on the                                             
Temple Mount now understand even Israeli                                        
government avoided that because it did                                          
not want the world to boycott Israel and                                        
whatnot and here comes an American                                              
president and says the                                                          
the seven school on the Temple Mount                                            
wouldn't remain the same however Jews                                           
will be able to go up there and worship                                         
that's critical then on top of that                                             
Israel we need the sovereign over the                                           
Jordan Valley which means that for those                                        
of you that have been to Israel the                                             
drive the road from Galilee down to the                                         
Dead Sea which is always known as the                                           
West Bank that is Judea Samaria that was                                        
always Jewish and now it's Jewish with a                                        
stamp of the American President and for                                         



the West Bank itself listen to this                                             
there were Israeli prime ministers that                                         
were willing to give ninety-five percent                                        
of the West Bank of the Palestinians                                            
here comes trumpeters no no you will                                            
have most of it and they'll have an                                             
autonomy and if they behave that                                                
autonomy will one day turn into a state                                         
but this Palestinian state will be                                              
between Jewish presence both in the                                             
south and the East which means they                                             
cannot be any threats to Israel and on                                          
top of all that Hamas terror                                                    
organization has to be dismantled                                               
completely and everything that I said                                           
now is only in a nutshell so imagine how                                        
big that is that indeed sounds to be                                            
phenomenal let me I want to I want to go                                        
over four things see if this what I                                             
heard you say number one Jerusalem stays                                        
hole number two Jews can worship on the                                         
Temple Mount                                                                    
number three the Jordan Valley will                                             
remain open to Jewish use if not of the                                         
Jewish control and number four Hamas                                            
will be dismantled is that what                                                 
President Trump is is proposing and                                             
Netanyahu at this point seems to be                                             
going with yes and you forgot one thing                                         
that the West Bank will no longer be                                            
occupy territory which means that all                                           
the Jewish settlements in the West Bank                                         
will now be legitimate and that's what                                          
what a million people two million                                               
how many people live in the West Bank                                           
600,000 Jewish people that up until two                                         
days ago were considered as illegal                                             
settlers in their own land so what                                              
you're saying is that this is not as                                            
some evangelicals especially have have                                          
spun this it is not a selling the Jews                                          
and the Jewish state up the river                                               
and and giving away much of their land                                          
as Barack Obama wanted to do but rather                                         
this is a proposal that is utterly to                                           
its core pro-israel and pro Jewish is                                           
that right there's there's no any doubt                                         
about that there's no any Israeli or Jew                                        
around the world that ever dreamed that                                         
a future agreement with the Palestinians                                        
would be even close to what was proposed                                        
by Donald Trump and I think I mentioned                                         
that to you and drive a trendy a couple                                         
of days ago but the way I see it is that                                        
Donald Trump in this case is like King                                          
Cyrus King Cyrus was not Jewish                                                 
he was Persian and all of a sudden this                                         
guy out of nowhere says to the Jewish                                           
people go back to your land go back to                                          
Judah and build your temple again which                                         
clearly these are words that came out of                                        
his mouth but God planted these words in                                        



his mouth because in order to make this                                         
legitimate it has to be the king of the                                         
Empire to say that and the analogy to                                           
that is the king of the Empire today is                                         
of course Donald Trump is the president                                         
of the America of America America is the                                        
superpower of the world so what he says                                         
is solid it when you told me that the                                           
other day I thought I've got to get the                                         
lads on the program because for a                                               
conservative Jew Israeli sixth                                                  
generation Israeli to say Donald Trump                                          
is the King Cyrus of this day that's                                            
absolutely an amazing statement and to                                          
then today you compared it to 1948 which                                        
of course is the most important                                                 
date in modern Jewish history King Cyrus                                        
of ancient history 1948 in modern                                               
history it looks to me like what                                                
President Trump is proposing is                                                 
something that could completely change                                          
the Middle East all for the better you                                          
agree yes and again I'm sure that among                                         
the reasons the decisions that America                                          
does that Donald Trump is doing is based                                        
on the Bible I will bless those who                                             
bless you and I will curse those who                                            
curse you and I told you many times                                             
America is richly blessed by God through                                        
your blessings to Israel and you can                                            
look at the eight years under Obama who                                         
at the least who say did not bless                                              
Israel and you can see how America was                                          
in the tank in so many ways and fields                                          
so that is clear that is obvious and to                                         
me it is very clear that President Trump                                        
knew that and it doesn't matter I don't                                         
know how much he believes or doesn't but                                        
it's gotta be something in him that even                                        
he understood look it is obvious you do                                         
not bless the Jewish people Israel this                                         
is what happens to you you start testing                                        
them and look at where America is today                                         
I just have one more question then I                                            
want to talk about some trips we have                                           
coming up but that question is where's                                          
this gonna go isn't it now who going to                                         
support it does he have the political                                           
backbone and the political Street at                                            
this point to push this plan through and                                        
will the Palestinians will it be dead on                                        
arrival what do you think will happen to                                        
this proposed plan yes that Daniel will                                         
definitely support that you could see                                           
that the knee out yesterday standing                                            
over there and he was full of joy                                               
listening to all these words coming out                                         
of trumps mouth but not only him also                                           
guns from the other party said that he                                          
will embrace that he too did not dream                                          
that this will ever happen and as for                                           
the Palestinians and here's the good                                            



news                                                                            
they will obviously                                                             
check that which means that in about a                                          
year or two we will start implementing                                          
all this and if it's going to be                                                
one-sided that is going to be one-sided                                         
and as always they will remain                                                  
empty-handed                                                                    
and as always I will tell you when you                                          
come to Israel but the Palestinians have                                        
never missed an opportunity to miss an                                          
opportunity                                                                     
very good word thanks for your insight                                          
and letting us bother you at your home                                          
on your day off here this evening but                                           
we've got two good trips that so we                                             
ought to join you with and one is in                                            
Greece on the footsteps a call in                                               
October and one is in Jordan and Israel                                         
through the promised land across the                                            
Jordan into the Promised Land and you'll                                        
be with us guiding those what do you                                            
think should everybody listening today                                          
get online and sign up absolutely as                                            
always there's nothing better for a                                             
Christian believer for a Jewish believer                                        
to come to Israel to see where                                                  
everything really happens and we talked                                         
down a few minutes about Trump this is                                          
always what I say you come to Israel and                                        
we'll give you the whole picture                                                
biblical history current situation                                              
because what is happening now ties with                                         
the biblical history of the Jewish                                              
people the fulfillment of the prophecies                                        
so absolutely yes and if you have been                                          
to Israel already a couple of times then                                        
don't miss out on the opportunity to                                            
come with us to our Greece and Turkey                                           
for the amazing tour and cruise in the                                          
footsteps of Paul                                                               
so signing out for one of these fours                                           
will be a great thing for you to do what                                        
it means one of them sign up for both of                                        
them once in October ones in December                                           
what are you thinking right Bo as shaggy                                        
thank you for being with us today I                                             
appreciate you and always the insight                                           
you give us into the Holy Land we're                                            
glad to have you thank you so much and                                          
Shalom from Galilee and Shalom to you as                                        
well                                                                            
you need a great some great insight                                             
there from Boaz I appreciate that record                                        
it just a little bit ago this morning                                           
and as we come now to take your biblical                                        
theological worldview questions we are                                          
excited to think about the possibilities                                        
of this now a lot of things obviously we                                        
don't know and some of this is a plan                                           
and will not to come out but nonetheless                                        
something that appears to be at least                                           



from an Israeli perspective to be very                                          
friendly to Israel what will happen to                                          
that in the in the future I I wish I                                            
could know I'm gonna go through here and                                        
pick a couple of questions that are just                                        
about this particular issue and then                                            
we'll go back to the more general                                               
questions one of these questions though                                         
I spoke to a little bit that came in                                            
before he he spoke to that and that is                                          
what would cause the Arabs to agree they                                        
they they won't necessarily agree to it                                         
but it looks like and if I understood                                           
Boaz correctly and I understand the the                                         
US administration correctly and because                                         
technically all of that land is                                                 
currently Israel                                                                
it looks like the Arabs don't                                                   
necessarily have to agree there doesn't                                         
have to be a signature on it that this                                          
is going to be the working plan that is                                         
going to move forward and therefore will                                        
set the stage in the Middle East and                                            
eventually those in the West Bank will                                          
either have to create their country or                                          
just continuing terrorism it's obviously                                        
yet to be seen through there and so                                             
you're exactly right to did answer that                                         
they probably won't agree to it but it                                          
will move some things forward here in                                           
this regard okay let's see this was a                                           
question for Boaz and that was                                                  
pre-recorded and so will he'll have to                                          
answer on Boaz's behalf but it says is                                          
the Israeli government prepared to                                              
monitor the long strip of land on the                                           
east and west                                                                   
the new tunnels the new tunnels is a is                                         
a transportation issue dealt with in                                            
getting from one side to the other and I                                        
think that in terms of prepared if                                              
you're asking that in terms of are they                                         
able I think so currently there's quite                                         
a long border obviously that goes                                               
between the Palestinian Authority often                                         
called the West Bank Judea and Samaria                                          
and the the portion that is more                                                
technically called Israel today you know                                        
fencing and constant surveillance that's                                        
given there so probably so I think this                                         
changes and probably makes some of their                                        
job easier actually to focus some of                                            
that transportation in certain areas                                            
Lisa says I thought the Palestinians                                            
would have East Jerusalem as their                                              
capital that is kind of true but it is                                          
far enough east in Jerusalem that it                                            
really is already that area which would                                         
be the capital is already completely                                            
Palestinian control under Palestinian                                           
control it is not an area that there are                                        
Jewish settlements it is not an area in                                         



which there is Jewish activity at this                                          
point so what originally was wanted what                                        
the Palestinians wanted is actually to                                          
move the capital into the old city of                                           
Jerusalem around the Temple Mount area                                          
and through that area of the old city                                           
and to make what really is very                                                 
completely Jewish neighborhoods into                                            
their capital and divide the the the                                            
city where you would have as it used to                                         
be referred to an East Jerusalem and in                                         
West Jerusalem                                                                  
so this proposes the capital farther out                                        
really I think you could call it a                                              
suburb of Jerusalem and carry it out                                            
there so very glad to have Boaz here                                            
with us again earlier pre-recorded just                                         
this morning and we did mention those                                           
trips by the way you can go to Randy                                            
white ministries orj click the holy                                             
and tour right there and we will get the                                        
link-up also for the journeys of Paul                                           
trip which i think is going to be very                                          
good last year was our first one learned                                        
a few things tweaked a few things on                                            
this one come to our second one I would                                         
love to have you for that or the Holy                                           
Land tour and that Holy Land tour our                                           
official Holy Land tour is December 1st                                         
to the 10th but I mentioned this the                                            
other day I am leading a group for an                                           
Ohio pastor that is a small group in                                            
April he is allowing some others to come                                        
if you would like to join me in that                                            
April tour I can give you the                                                   
information it's actually the same tour                                         
as we will have in December and I will                                          
be the teacher of that tour in December                                         
so we've got a few spots in April if you                                        
can't go in December on our official                                            
trip there and you can contact me Randy                                         
at Randy white ministries dot RG would                                          
love to have you at any of the above                                            
well Greg has a a related question why                                          
is it why is it any of the United States                                        
business to try to make peace between                                           
terrorists between terrorists and a duly                                        
elected government concerning their own                                         
territory in one sense you are you're                                           
you're you're absolutely right you know                                         
it's their business let's let them deal                                         
with it                                                                         
however I think there's a couple of                                             
things that just by the nature and                                              
position of where the United States is                                          
that it serves our best interest to make                                        
peace between the parties that be in the                                        
Middle East I think that Iran obviously                                         
is a rogue nation it's never going to go                                        
for any of this the other Arab nations I                                        
believe terror mentioned on the chat                                            
somewhere mention Saudi Arabia and Egypt                                        



they actually would like there to be a                                          
resolving of this situation it doesn't                                          
serve their national purpose to have                                            
this Palestinian conflict the Arab                                              
people for the most part are not fully                                          
supportive of this Palestinian agenda                                           
that came about by Yasser Arafat                                                
and even if you go back the the                                                 
Palestinians are the Ishmaelites whereas                                        
the Arab people excuse me the                                                   
Palestinians are the Edomites whereas                                           
the Arabs are the Ishmaelites so there                                          
is their cousins all shemites including                                         
the Jews but they really are kind of a                                          
different people and the the the the                                            
pure Ishmaelites like the Arabs and the                                         
Egyptians they're just not really into                                          
this at all as a matter of fact the                                             
Egyptians are probably more from the                                            
line of ham and so they don't feel this                                         
close connection they don't feel the                                            
obligation the only reason Iran is                                              
supportive of the Palestinians is                                               
because Iran is a rogue nation that                                             
hates Israel and wants them wiped off                                           
the map and we're not going to solve the                                        
problems in Iran today but it so much                                           
serves our interest to have a strong                                            
Israel this is something I think Barack                                         
Obama did not understand as something                                           
Jimmy Carter did not understand does not                                        
understand and for the most part really                                         
it's something even say a George W Bush                                         
did not understand george w bush tried                                          
to make both walk side by side to have                                          
two parties of equal Street this is not                                         
what Donald Trump is doing Donald Trump                                         
is trying to say we're going to solidify                                        
Israel's future once and for all                                                
not that we're going to allow both to                                           
walk hand-in-hand but we are going to                                           
have a winner                                                                   
I was listening just a few days ago to a                                        
podcast about the Cold War and there was                                        
a mention of someone and pardon me                                              
forgetting his it was a it was a                                                
bureaucrat somewhere who actually had an                                        
opinion about the Cold War that was                                             
unheard of at the time and that and                                             
Ronald Reagan adopted this and that was                                         
the philosophy of the Cold War the                                              
Ronald Reagan adopted is we win period                                          
that was so unheard of in fact it was                                           
the speechwriter for                                                            
of the Ronald Reagan speech that said                                           
you know mr. Gorbachev tear down this                                           
wall he was the one that was talking                                            
about this policy that Reagan had had                                           
many years before adopted and even that                                         
speech you know mr. Gorbachev tear down                                         
this wall the State Department just                                             
nearly died coughing up a lung when he                                          



said that and the and the speechwriter                                          
talked about the debate that was going                                          
on for about three weeks whether or not                                         
this could Ally aloud in the speech mr.                                         
Gorbachev tear down this wall                                                   
but somebody finally spoke it and what                                          
that said is mr. Gorbachev we are                                               
winning this war                                                                
now what Donald Trump has said is the                                           
the Israelis are they're winning they                                           
are going to win they will be victorious                                        
there's no wiping them off the map and                                          
so I think it's a very positive thing                                           
that takes place for Israel here okay                                           
let me see here get back to our                                                 
questions on a general nature by the way                                        
before we do that I would let you know                                          
that our special this week at                                                   
dispensational publishing there it is                                           
buy one books get two books free at                                             
dispensational you buy this one right                                           
here at Christian guide to Kipling which                                        
will make you smart and good-looking if                                         
you will buy and read this book and then                                        
you get these two free why I'm a                                                
pre-tribulational premillennialists and                                         
why I'm a fundamentalist and on both of                                         
them you should be - that's $14.99 for                                          
all three of them dispensational                                                
publishing com you don't even need a                                            
coupon code on this okay let's look into                                        
our questions today and I'm going to                                            
start with Facebook what did Paul mean                                          
in Galatians chapter 1 verse 15 about                                           
being set aside Galatians 1:15 is the                                           
passage of Scripture that Paul is                                               
speaking about his his role in this                                             
mystery age in which we live and                                                
Galatians 115 and the King James Version                                        
says when it pleased God who separated                                          
me from my mother's womb and called me                                          
by His grace                                                                    
now John mentions being set aside I I                                           
did I only looked at two I didn't find a                                        
translation that used those words set                                           
aside though they're very well maybe I                                          
want to look at NIV real quick because I                                        
did not look at that and Exce I don't                                           
have that one loaded right now so I'm                                           
not going to look at that but even the                                          
ESV on the left side of your screen I                                           
pulled up it is set me apart this idea                                          
separated set me apart is the idea of                                           
the word and it comes from a flurry so                                          
is the word athlete so whore each so is                                         
the word we get horizon from and in the                                         
Greek here a Fareed so puts the Greek                                           
letter A which negates that means                                               
separated from the horizon not at the                                           
horizon that is it's in a different                                             
point is is that's the etymology of the                                         
word it came to mean separated so Paul                                          



says it pleased God who separated me                                            
from my mother's womb let's look at it                                          
in the Greek here in our center column                                          
if you if we can I'll bring that up size                                        
a little bit God was pleased who                                                
selected that I don't really like the                                           
word selected it's a furry so who                                               
separated me is a better better than the                                        
Newbery interlinear has done here if we                                         
look to the Youngs literal they go                                              
separated who ever eat so the God who a                                         
for eat so me he separated me                                                   
out of the womb now I don't think that's                                        
saying you know God delivered me God                                            
gave me birth but out of the womb God                                           
separated me and called me by His grace                                         
now what this tells us is that paul                                             
worded                                                                          
things very carefully in Ephesians                                              
chapter just what is it chapter three                                           
and verse well let's try he speaks about                                        
the mystery being hid in God there we go                                        
chapter three verse nine                                                        
so to make to make all men see what is                                          
the Fellowship of the mystery which from                                        
the beginning of the world hath been hid                                        
in God who created all things in Christ                                         
Jesus this means that since Paul was                                            
separated or selected chosen in his                                             
mother's womb to be the agent of the                                            
mystery that God knew the mystery before                                        
he revealed it to Paul this was not a                                           
surprise to God this was not a plan B                                           
for God this was unrevealed by God and                                          
so again therefore Paul says in                                                 
Ephesians chapter 3 verse 9 this mystery                                        
which from the beginning of the world                                           
hath been hid in God and now Paul                                               
selected out of his mother's womb or                                            
during the time but before he was born                                          
it says selected or at least from the                                           
time of his birth as as is as late as                                           
you can go from the time of his birth it                                        
was selected that this is what Paul is                                          
going to do now a couple of things here                                         
one is we know that God had this plan                                           
that he was going to reveal that he                                             
didn't reveal that had been kept hidden                                         
and we know also that this that Paul was                                        
selected does that mean that God has                                            
selected everything that you and I do                                           
this is somewhere sometimes where the                                           
Calvinists want to go or the reformed                                           
theology wants to go and they want to                                           
say well in the Providence of God                                               
everything that happened                                                        
happens you know before the foundation                                          
of the world the scripture talks about                                          
some things happening before the                                                
foundation of the world and here and                                            
Jeremiah has the case as well in which                                          
there is a selection or an appointment                                          



of things even before a person is born                                          
that does not say anything about John or                                        
anything about Randi and God I'm sure                                           
could do that but it does not say that                                          
he does that for everyone one of the                                            
mistakes we make is making a doctrine                                           
out of a theology so the if there is                                            
first of all a passage or a translation                                         
that has galatians chapter 1 verse 15                                           
and has it set aside I would say that's                                         
probably not the best translation                                               
because set aside almost sounds like                                            
discard it a little bit and what he was                                         
is separated from his mother's womb for                                         
this task so even though much of his                                            
early life he didn't live according to                                          
this task this is the task that God had                                         
planned for him and maybe no doubt about                                        
it these things were used of God the                                            
things in early Paul's early life were                                          
used of God to give him the                                                     
understanding and authority he needed in                                        
order to carry out the mystery because                                          
the foundation of the mystery is the                                            
Apostles and the prophets we don't live                                         
according to the apostles in the                                                
prophets but we wouldn't have the                                               
mystery without the problem of the                                              
apostles and prophets and we wouldn't                                           
understand the mystery without the                                              
apostles and prophets so he was                                                 
separated chosen selected by implication                                        
is the meaning that is given there I                                            
appreciate that thank you very much and                                         
Pastor Joel up in Michigan has a word                                           
about what we were saying earlier Obama                                         
fully understood but his Islamic                                                
sympathies wouldn't allow him to do any                                         
more than the little he did Islam and                                           
and you're exactly right                                                        
obama operated based upon an islamic                                            
world view that's why a lot of people                                           
say well he's he's Muslim                                                       
and whether he's Muslim or not he                                               
certainly did carry a Muslim more than                                          
an American or a Western worldview and                                          
Joel goes on to say Islam is not a                                              
passing fancy but has for 1,500 years                                           
had and continues to have and would have                                        
dominion it's an Islamic goal you're                                            
exactly right they're African and                                               
European ventures were thwarted by the                                          
Crusades today they carry on a stealth                                          
jihad sometimes notice tell those others                                        
most are ignorant of the be good                                                
neighbors will outnumber you yeah                                               
exactly that's the kind of stealth of                                           
jihad move this be good numbers till we                                         
outnumber and then the Islamic society                                          
comes in and takes over and it is I                                             
think Joe's right all he says here the                                          
radical fundamentalist is real Islam                                            



it's the true Muslim and it's the that's                                        
this the overall arching goal of Islam                                          
that it's got to take and Donald Trump                                          
is saying no we're not going to let that                                        
happen anywhere and so I I think that                                           
that is it's the reality on the ground                                          
the reality on the ground in the Middle                                         
East is not always easy to work with you                                        
end up with some strange bedfellows                                             
sometimes trying to figure out how to                                           
work all of this and this is where we                                           
get nations like Saudi Arabia which                                             
fortunately though it's crooked as all                                          
get-out nonetheless has remained with a                                         
Western stance and a enough of a desire                                         
to work with the United States that                                             
we've got a player there in the game at                                         
least and you know you can in politics                                          
you can try to be pure as the driven                                            
snow                                                                            
like the never Trump errs and what you                                          
end up doing is shooting yourself in the                                        
foot                                                                            
no you end up shooting yourself in the                                          
brain and in the heart it becomes                                               
deadly to you so you know there's still                                         
for nevertrump errs out there and they                                          
listen to this program but that it you                                          
know never Trumper is like Bing and                                             
never Saudi Arabian sometimes you just                                          
had to work with these fellows who are                                          
willing to do so and carry that out                                             
appreciate that okay let's go to youtube                                        
and I believe we have a question from                                           
Deb on a lunch hour in the Ozarks what                                          
do you think about the coronavirus you                                          
know first of all let me just say                                               
question the assumptions on my answer                                           
here I am NOT a doctor nor do I play one                                        
on TV that I'm not a medical doctor I                                           
should say so yet yet here's my sense                                           
and my experience is that every few                                             
years there is a virus that is going to                                         
kill millions and millions and millions                                         
of people it is going to be epidemic it                                         
is going to be life-changing and we                                             
better take every precaution and they                                           
all come to naught now that tells me                                            
that at minimum the boy cries wolf too                                          
much which makes us all a little bit                                            
suspicious and one of these days no                                             
doubt about it there could be a virus                                           
that comes in and begins to to do all                                           
that but as I look let's just see how                                           
many have died from her own virus and                                           
see what the latest is I can find                                               
something well five days ago it said 26                                         
I think that's a little out of date                                             
there                                                                           
more than the Guardian yesterday is                                             
saying more than 2700 people have been                                          
infected and 81 people have died that's                                         



with apologies to the families of those                                         
81 people and with sympathies to those                                          
and and to call this and here's another                                         
one MSN News four hours ago said how to                                         
stop the Wuhan Colonna virus outbreak                                           
from spreading throughout the world                                             
you know this Wuhan I'm not exactly sure                                        
how many people live there but my guess                                         
is a whole bunch of people live there                                           
and they live in a very different                                               
situation than we live in very crowded                                          
conditions I I don't know I have not                                            
been to China but I would assume there                                          
probably is maybe some different hygiene                                        
issues or something maybe there's not I                                         
have no idea but just the closeness of                                          
that crowd you know obviously that makes                                        
any kind of virus a cold virus anything                                         
else spread a little more quickly but my                                        
sense is that this is yet another I'll                                          
say scare tactic I don't know that they                                         
mean to bring it out as a scare tactic                                          
but remember Rahm Emanuel the Loon                                              
Governor of Chicago boy he did a good                                           
job there didn't he and prior to that he                                        
was what chief of staff of President                                            
Barack Obama and when he was president                                          
when he was chief of staff or maybe even                                        
before when he was a campaign adviser                                           
for Barack Obama some of it when it may                                         
be his most famous line was never let a                                         
crisis go to waste and I'm just enough                                          
suspicious to say you know what if                                              
there's a if there's a crisis                                                   
then government has to step in they have                                        
to take liberties they have to take                                             
drastic measures to save us and that's                                          
what nefarious governments have done all                                        
throughout the ages in order to remove                                          
liberties that they did not want people                                         
to have now is that is that planned with                                        
the coronavirus probably not I think it                                         
is a little more just ingrained in the                                          
sorry about that technical issue we're                                          
back and now you can hear me and I'm not                                        
sure exactly where we lost that sound                                           
but on the coronavirus as I was saying I                                        
I kind of think it's much ado about                                             
nothing and I was talking about                                                 
governments taking our civil liberties                                          
based upon a crisis and this is the way                                         
the deep stake thinks now I it brings to                                        
mind 9/11 and no doubt about it 9/11 was                                        
a an unbelievable event in American                                             
history which we should not forget but I                                        
think we need to go back and rethink                                            
some of the liberties that we gave up on                                        
9/11 I think that actually it is verging                                        
on ridiculous how difficult it is to get                                        
on an airplane today and how inhumane it                                        
is honestly to get on an airplane today                                         
and there are better ways and and it                                            



comes with putting away some of this                                            
deep state thinking that says you know                                          
everybody's a terrorist because the                                             
truth is I'm untrained and I can                                                
probably spot the terrorists and I know                                         
that mom with that little baby over                                             
there she's not the one and I know that                                         
you know grandma over there is not the                                          
one and I think that we just fool                                               
ourselves into thinking we have brought                                         
security and air travel now same way                                            
with this coronavirus we're fooling                                             
ourselves thinking that you know we've                                          
put on a face mask and we rush planes                                           
over and get people out and all this                                            
kind of stuff that you know we're saving                                        
America now I just I'm not buying it yet                                        
now again if we come out in a few days                                          
and this is a true epidemic                                                     
okay I'll back up and I'll say I was                                            
wrong but I can i I can think I think I                                         
can safely say the boy cries wolf too                                           
much and that is a                                                              
very dangerous position and I understand                                        
that you know what do you what are you                                          
gonna do you got to get the word out                                            
there you got it in there and they're in                                        
a tough place but they evade though                                             
they've failed too many times for me to                                         
be terribly concerned about corona virus                                        
I'm more concerned about the virus of                                           
the common cold actually                                                        
okay Michael on YouTube how many                                                
kingdoms are there is it one for Jews                                           
and another for Gentile believers in                                            
Christ as Savior I think there's only                                           
one Kingdom I think the question then is                                        
what's the difference of the role within                                        
the kingdom for the Jew and the Gentile                                         
believer in Christ as Savior and I'm not                                        
sure that the role of the Gentile                                               
believer let's call it the church here                                          
I'm not sure that the role of the church                                        
is actually even defined in the kingdom                                         
I think this is one of the big mistakes                                         
of most theology today is it thinks it                                          
knows what the role of the Gentile is in                                        
the kingdom or the church is in the                                             
kingdom and of course for most                                                  
evangelicals they think you know the                                            
church is the kingdom and of course that                                        
is Catholic theology and or our                                                 
spiritual life is the kingdom and I                                             
think that is just utterly wrong and                                            
it's led to so much bad theology but I                                          
think there's one kingdom it is future                                          
it is physical and it is fraternal                                              
fraternal that means it's the                                                   
Brotherhood of the Jews and it is                                               
completely a Jewish thing the church                                            
having already been raptured certainly                                          
has some kind of a of an existence                                              



during that time it doesn't cease to                                            
exist but what does it do in that time I                                        
don't think that question is answered                                           
and here's why I don't think that                                               
question is answered because the church                                         
is a mystery that is not in the kingdom                                         
period therefore the church is taken out                                        
and when it's talking about the kingdom                                         
before that time and after that time it                                         
can't be talking about the church it's                                          
talking about the kingdom and so what                                           
we're trying to do is take those in this                                        
mystery period                                                                  
insert them into the kingdom in the                                             
future and I think we just what we                                              
create more problems than we solve there                                        
so there's one kingdom the kingdom is a                                         
Jewish Kingdom there's another role for                                         
the church what that role is I'm not                                            
sure we're completely told I just think                                         
that certainly there will be that role                                          
that is given there Thank You Anthony                                           
pastor Anthony down in Corpus Christi an                                        
excellent question must someone believe                                         
in the Trinity to be saved could someone                                        
be a motorist                                                                   
and be saved you know I think that first                                        
of all let's go down if you go to our                                           
ask the theologian page and scroll down                                         
just a little bit I believe this little                                         
microphone right here we're working on                                          
improving our search function here but                                          
for now type modal it looks like and                                            
there's a couple of questions about                                             
modalism that a person may want to look                                         
at two questions rights here both given                                         
back earlier this this month actually                                           
January the 10th I believe they're both                                         
on January the 10th so go back to those                                         
if someone would like to know a little                                          
more about modalism but this issue of                                           
must a person believe in the Trinity to                                         
be saved I I think here's the challenge                                         
I think all of us would agree that a                                            
child can sincerely accept the gift of                                          
Jesus Christ yes yeah it was yesterday                                          
the day before I talked about why six                                           
years of age this is what I did if I did                                        
know about the Father Son and the Holy                                          
Spirit I've forgotten that I knew it of                                         
course you know I'm far more intelligent                                        
than most children I was speaking Greek                                         
by two-and-a-half in Hebrew by three and                                        
yet obviously I jest but I don't think                                          
we would include                                                                
the knowledge of the Trinity in for                                             
example a gospel tract I've never seen a                                        
gospel tract which you know goes through                                        
first the message of the Trinity so can                                         
someone be saved without understanding                                          
the Trinity I would say yes however in                                          
that let me say that if a person rejects                                        



the Trinity or is presented a a picture                                         
of Jesus that is not Trinitarian and                                            
that's the Savior they're trusting in                                           
that is a different gospel and you can't                                        
be saved with a different gospel so                                             
let's say that Mormonism and I think                                            
they would say this let's say that                                              
Mormons say you must place your faith in                                        
Jesus Christ to be saved I think that a                                         
Mormon would be comfortable saying that                                         
you must place your faith in Jesus                                              
Christ to be saved now what they don't                                          
tell you is when I say Jesus Christ I'm                                         
talking about                                                                   
Lucifer's brother I am talking about the                                        
one who was once human like we are and                                          
yet now has become God because as God is                                        
Christ once was and as Christ is we can                                         
become and all of their theology which                                          
means they've got a completely different                                        
Jesus Christ than the one we are                                                
teaching now in that case what you've                                           
got is that they are that they're non                                           
Trinitarians                                                                    
and they're presenting faith in a non                                           
Trinitarian God which is not the God                                            
that we have you can take you know in                                           
the Middle East Allah                                                           
well Allah is not 3 and 1 Allah is not                                          
the father of the son and there is also                                         
the Holy Spirit so call it all you want                                         
it's a different God and you can't be                                           
saved under a different God so                                                  
in in this regard here can someone must                                         
someone believe in the Trinity to be                                            
saved I would say someone doesn't                                               
necessarily have to be educated on the                                          
Trinity and understand the Trinity and                                          
and and grasp that truth before they can                                        
be saved but I would say if they are                                            
presented salvation from a non                                                  
Trinitarian God then someone has                                                
snookered them someone has tried to say                                         
we're presenting Christianity to you let                                        
me talk about the Muslims here again                                            
excuse me the the Mormons here in just a                                        
moment it is one of the most satanic                                            
crooked cruel hateful religions there is                                        
why because they lie about who they are                                         
they say we're the Church of Jesus                                              
Christ they don't say we're the Church                                          
of Allen ba ba ba ba ba which they                                              
should say because they made it up and                                          
you can't just make it up and put the                                           
name on it and so they are ball-headed                                          
liars is what they are I don't care if                                          
they're the nicest neighbors there are                                          
they first of all have the worst senator                                        
that there is up there that woman from                                          
Utah but they they they're just crooked                                         
I mean unbelievably crooked to say first                                        
of all we're taking your money 10% you                                          



give it to us because that's in the King                                        
James version of the Bible and then to                                          
say Jesus Christ is Lucifer's brother                                           
and you can have a planet just like he                                          
did and God and his wife went to bed and                                        
had sex together and made Jesus that is                                         
not Jesus Christ it is totally different                                        
and you cannot be saved by the Mormon                                           
gospel it's it's not a gospel at all you                                        
can't be saved by it                                                            
so therefore yeah waffle on your                                                
question here a little bit that I didn't                                        
I don't think I believed in the try I                                           
don't think I knew about the Trinity may                                        
I'm sure I grew up in church I probably                                         
had heard some of it and Jesus the Son                                          
of God                                                                          
so the                                                                          
but let me just say even if I didn't                                            
know anything about it I was presented a                                        
gospel that was Trinitarian and I think                                         
therein lies the key is what Jesus                                              
Christ am I placing my safest faith in                                          
now the modal is then they that's that's                                        
unbiblical doctrine the modal is like a                                         
TD jakes for example whose books you can                                        
find in all sorts of you know                                                   
evangelical bookstores and all that kind                                        
of stuff life away probably sells it I                                          
don't know can you get it at LifeWay                                            
dot-com let's see someone look out and                                          
tell me if looking by TD jakes it life                                          
wacom I think it used to be in some of                                          
their bookstores anyway which all closed                                        
down because they sold nothing other                                            
than garbage and even evangelicals are                                          
slightly smarter than that slightly but                                         
you know take a Moute list like a TD                                            
jakes or the oneness pentecostals they                                          
don't have three and one they have one                                          
who puts on a mask from time to time and                                        
that's that's not the biblical God and                                          
so youyou can't be saved by anyone other                                        
than the biblical God so I'm gonna say                                          
it doesn't so much have to do with a                                            
complete understanding of it it has to                                          
do with the present the presentation is                                         
someone presenting the Trinitarian God                                          
that is the God of the Bible if not                                             
they're asking you to trust in a god                                            
that they made up and that God may look                                         
similar but here's the case where it's                                          
eternally deadly things that are similar                                        
are not the same thank you for that I                                           
appreciate all of that and we go on here                                        
let's see 1 dendiface videos are you                                            
familiar I am familiar with Terrence                                            
McLean and his little booklet what it's                                         
not not about you it's not for you a                                            
little booklet that he gives out good                                           
little booklet and he is a right divider                                        
I suppose like anyone else there would                                          



be                                                                              
things he would disagree with me on some                                        
things I would disagree with him on but                                         
I think we could walk down the same path                                        
together and enjoy one another's company                                        
and one another's theology and sharpen                                          
iron just a little bit and enjoy thank                                          
you for for that let's see here                                                 
and Jesus wasn't talking to you that's                                          
the name of that book Thank You Ohio                                            
grace ambassadors does a good job in                                            
teaching the world okay let's see can                                           
Catholics be saved even though they                                             
don't believe in Christ alone and also                                          
trust in the church for salvation you                                           
know again this becomes this very in                                            
once it's a difficult question because                                          
if you ask a Catholic they there they                                           
Jesus Christ and his work on the cross                                          
and and yet their their gospel is you                                           
can only get Jesus Christ through the                                           
church you must do certain works of                                             
penance for example in order to receive                                         
Jesus Christ                                                                    
you can lose Jesus Christ you can you                                           
know have a mortal sin 20 minutes before                                        
you die and miss out on that and so I                                           
would say again that they some of their                                         
maybe even most of their Christology is                                         
accurate that you know they do believe                                          
in the virgin birth and the sinless life                                        
of Jesus Christ they believe that he                                            
took the sins of the world upon himself                                         
that he died he was buried that he rose                                         
again that he ascended into heaven that                                         
he's coming again to earth some day that                                        
he's offering people the opportunity of                                         
an eternal life there Christology is                                            
right there ecclesiology is utterly                                             
wrong and that affects their soteriology                                        
so                                                                              
areas of of you know what it is to be                                           
saved here I don't think we can just go                                         
straight to the soteriology and say you                                         
know is this right is this wrong we've                                          
got to we got to put all that together                                          
so Christology that has to do with                                              
Trinitarian and many other things that's                                        
right                                                                           
ecclesiology is so messed up that there                                         
soteriology there salvation has to come                                         
through the church in other words they                                          
do not teach a a Catholic gospel does                                           
not teach anyone anywhere anytime can                                           
receive the free grace offer that Christ                                        
offers that God offers in Jesus Christ                                          
and be saved no you've got to go through                                        
the sacraments to be saved you've got to                                        
be receive receive the communion the                                            
mass that's the sacrifice of that for                                           
you and this is where they're                                                   
Christology it's hard to hard to know if                                        



this is soteriology or Christology or                                           
ecclesiology but their doctrine of the                                          
perpetual sacrifice not that Jesus died                                         
once for all but that Jesus is being                                            
crucified every day that's the doctrine                                         
of the mass and you have to take that                                           
crucified Jesus now when you analyze all                                        
of that to me it's hard to say that's                                           
the gospel and so it comes down to                                              
almost the same thing that you've got in                                        
the Mormons and that is that's not the                                          
gospel presented in the Bible and the                                           
gospel presented in the Bible is the                                            
only one that saves therefore I think we                                        
ought to look at those in the Catholic                                          
Church we ought to look at them as                                              
unsaved we ought to witness to them we                                          
ought to evangelize them it's very                                              
difficult because yeah I've already                                             
accepted Jesus Christ as my savior                                              
that's the answer you're going to get                                           
and what do we do with that I think in a                                        
grace form you know I suppose God is                                            
gracious but the book of Galatians is                                           
pretty clear when you get is it into the                                        
fifth chapter we've been looking at in                                          
let's see verse 2 chapter 5 verse 2 I                                           
Paul say unto you that if ye be                                                 
circumcised Christ shall profit you                                             
nothing again I testify that every man                                          
who is circumcised he is a debtor to the                                        
whole law verse 4 Christ is become of no                                        
effect unto you now if you take out                                             
circumcision and put any kind of                                                
required work in that lets let's say                                            
take the mass okay I say to you that if                                         
you take the mass crisis of nope is no                                          
profit to you I testify again that every                                        
man who takes the mass he's a debtor to                                         
do all of Catholic theology Christ has                                          
become of no effect whosoever of you are                                        
justified by the law this is the key                                            
right here                                                                      
whosoever are justified by the law your                                         
fallen from grace what he means there is                                        
you're not preaching a message of grace                                         
and Catholic Church teaches a                                                   
justification by the church and I think                                         
you can make a substitution here                                                
whosoever of you are justified by the                                           
church your fallen from grace that is                                           
not the grace message that is a                                                 
different gospel that is written there                                          
so I'm gonna I'm gonna put Catholics                                            
into the unsaved category because                                               
they're getting their salvation from the                                        
church not from God and a very different                                        
kind of thing here and one dandy one has                                        
a good word I think Catholic salvation                                          
would be an accident that is to say are                                         
there probably some Catholics who are                                           
saved that probably are but if they are                                         



they should read their Bible and if they                                        
read their Bible they're gonna get out                                          
of the Catholic Church and this is how                                          
to witness to a Catholic by the way it's                                        
not to argue Catholicism rather it's to                                         
get them into Bible study because                                               
they'll love it first of all because I                                          
haven't done any Bible study because                                            
that's not what Catholics do and you                                            
know they go through this little ritual                                         
they have a 10-minute homily they                                               
they've just never                                                              
the Bible so get them into a Bible study                                        
whether it's one-on-one or it's a small                                         
group Bible study or it's a church that                                         
teaches the word there's four of them in                                        
America find one of those places or get                                         
them into a Bible study of any book of                                          
the Bible they'll just love it and just                                         
begin to go with it and I think it'll be                                        
a blessing to them okay we are going to                                         
stop our questions here I'm going to                                            
take those who that have come in however                                        
and so from there let's see we see from                                         
Michael if the kingdom is only Jewish                                           
why does Paul write of it in his                                                
epistles to the Gentiles he seems to                                            
include us in that Kingdom or am I                                              
mistaken well you are right that he does                                        
write of the kingdom and even in since                                          
we're in Galatians chapter 5 let's but                                          
look back to Galatians 5 beginning in                                           
verse 18 if you're led of the Spirit                                            
you're not under the law the works of                                           
the flesh are manifest and he gives I                                           
think of 16 bad things of the flesh and                                         
then just in case he didn't mention                                             
yours he says and such like now over                                            
which I tell you before and I've also                                           
told you in times past that they which                                          
do such things shall not inherit the                                            
kingdom of God if you want a full                                               
explanation of this by the way if you go                                        
to our website and look for the                                                 
Galatians study which will be right here                                        
somewhere towards the top there you go                                          
and look to our Galatians study and then                                        
that take session 15 we'll get those                                            
texts updated for you there but go to                                           
Galatians session number 15 the notes                                           
are here and this is going to include                                           
the word about this particular verse                                            
that we're looking at here verses 18                                            
through 21                                                                      
but there it is pretty clear they which                                         
do such things shall not inherit the                                            
kingdom of God                                                                  
now in that study I go into this more                                           
closely but all of these kingdom of God                                         
statements in his epistles tell us two                                          
things one is since they are there there                                        
must still have been a kingdom message                                          



that was pertinent this goes back to my                                         
idea of the overlap that it wasn't that                                         
they taught the kingdom until that was                                          
cut off and the message of grace began                                          
but rather these do have a period of                                            
overlap I don't think they overlap today                                        
I don't think we're still in this                                               
position it's this position and we're                                           
over here living under grace completely                                         
and it would not be appropriate for us                                          
to give a kingdom message like this so                                          
what what do you do when you see these                                          
Kingdom things in the Epistle of Paul                                           
you say well I'm not surprised because                                          
that overlap has not concluded now the                                          
other thing and you will find this all                                          
across the board every time I've looked                                         
at this very closely when Paul mentions                                         
the kingdom there is always a subtle                                            
shift of who of the one to whom he's                                            
speaking and usually you see it in the                                          
pronouns as we do right here for example                                        
if we back up again a few verses say to                                         
verse 18 if ye are led by the spirit ye                                         
are not under the law                                                           
you know ye cannot do the things that ye                                        
would in verse 17 and then he goes on                                           
these works of the flesh and then he                                            
says but they which do such things shall                                        
not inherit the kingdom of God why again                                        
this switcher why doesn't he say ye who                                         
do these things shall not inherit the                                           
kingdom of God that's what we're                                                
expecting him to say with our theology                                          
that says the kingdom is for the the                                            
church is if you do these things                                                
Galatians urge you will not inherit the                                         
kingdom of God but always there's this                                          
they now galatians of course has jews in                                        
it and it has gentiles in it or if i can                                        
put it a little different way it has                                            
Jews in it or those under the Old                                               
Covenant and it has the Church in it not                                        
under covenant and always those under                                           
the Old Covenant are those that were                                            
under the Old Covenant the Jews he                                              
speaks to as the day all the way through                                        
the book so you can take this and see                                           
hey guess what they are the Judaizers                                           
are the jews and he's speaking directly                                         
about them to the Galatian Church and he                                        
calls them they so so in the sense then                                         
you say he seems to include us in that                                          
Kingdom or am I mistaken I think that                                           
you are right that he seems to but when                                         
you read it more accurately you're                                              
mistaken that he is speaking in a day in                                        
which there was a kingdom offer because                                         
there was a nation of Israel but could                                          
actually accept it in that day because                                          
they had no Sanhedrin and all those                                             
things a high priest that could make                                            



those religious decisions on behalf of                                          
the nation we do not have that today                                            
thank you for your word there and from                                          
my friend in Finland I'm gonna get it                                           
right I'm always says that Norway is a                                          
Denmark where the Denmark is maybe in                                           
Norway I don't know                                                             
but Finland here we go Helsinki maybe I                                         
don't know I'd love to go there sometime                                        
and see you the question is Matthew                                             
chapter 21 verse 43 Scofield ministries                                         
in Finland god bless you what's the                                             
kingdom of God what is the nation to                                            
whom this kingdom is given in and why                                           
Matthew 21 verse 43 therefore I say unto                                        
you the kingdom of God shall be taken                                           
from you and given to a nation bringing                                         
forth the fruits thereof I believe that                                         
this can be confusing because going back                                        
to Michael's question earlier we might                                          
say the kingdom is this maybe we would                                          
even say I think some people do say it                                          
this way the kingdom was                                                        
a physical Kingdom but the nation of                                            
Israel rejected that physical Kingdom                                           
therefore God changed it into a                                                 
spiritual Kingdom and he is giving it to                                        
a nation bringing forth the fruits                                              
thereof and that nation is the church                                           
some problems with that one I think you                                         
would agree with me that the church is                                          
not never was was and cannot be a nation                                        
the church if you look at it here that                                          
word nation right there is the word                                             
ethnos the church is no ethnos it's                                             
neither judea nor ethnos the scripture                                          
says it many times so it can't but the                                          
church just simply isn't a nation so                                            
it's not that the kingdom was taken from                                        
the Jewish people and given to the                                              
church furthermore if that's the case                                           
let's again let's go with that line                                             
again                                                                           
okay so it was taken from the Jews it                                           
was given to the church that means it                                           
was taken from a nation it was given to                                         
a non nation that we're gonna go ahead                                          
and use the word nation but we're gonna                                         
use it allegorically because it doesn't                                         
work to use it literally and so it's                                            
given to this thing called the church                                           
and it's no longer given to the Jewish                                          
people that then says that Daniel was a                                         
false prophet or at least communicating                                         
false prophecy because he said the                                              
nation was going to be given to the                                             
Jewish people Jesus he was a false                                              
prophet John the Baptist was a false                                            
prophet because in fact that God was a                                          
false prophet if you will because he                                            
promised to Abraham and his descendants                                         
of this nation and the apostles closed                                          



out the ministry with Jesus saying is it                                        
that this time you will restore the                                             
kingdom to Israel the nation of Israel                                          
so God has reneged on his promises the                                          
the way most people translate or                                                
interpret verse 43 of Matthew 21 is                                             
therefore I say unto you you've been                                            
such bad people that this promise which                                         
was                                                                             
which was based upon promise alone and                                          
yet now I'm so mad at you                                                       
I'm just ticked off at you that's the                                           
way they say it in Finland right I am so                                        
I'm madder than arraigned on rooster and                                        
so the kingdom of God shall be taken                                            
from you and given to the church that's                                         
the implication that's given and I'm                                            
gonna totally redefine the kingdom writ                                         
so the standard evangelical assumption                                          
of Matthew 21 verse 43 is Kingdom                                               
doesn't mean kingdom and nation doesn't                                         
mean nation I don't go with that I can't                                        
accept that                                                                     
so Kingdom being what it was presented                                          
in the Old Testament the physical future                                        
fraternal nature kn'l reign of the                                              
Messiah on earth over a people with a                                           
capital city and a throne in a realm and                                        
reign all those things of Kingdom that                                          
is what Kingdom is now the kingdom shall                                        
be taken from you indeed I think the                                            
kingdom of God was at hand and now it's                                         
not at hand anymore and so us and given                                         
to a nation now once again this word is                                         
ethnos here given to a people a nation                                          
it's translated nation there and it is                                          
many times but it's an ethnos an ethnos                                         
has to have can I use English here and                                          
ethnicity to it so a definable people                                           
the church is not that it will be given                                         
from here's my interpretation of it from                                        
the nation of the Jews in the first                                             
century taken from them and given to a                                          
Jewish nation into the future and so                                            
it's set tells us this is going to be                                           
given to the Jews there's a couple of                                           
times by the way the word ethnos is used                                        
of the Jews it's not a purely Gentile                                           
word as we would use the word Gentile                                           
today so I think it's going to be taken                                         
from you from this generation and given                                         
to another generation of this F naasson                                         
it will be taken from them and given                                            
there I appreciate your question and                                            
you're following from Finland thank you                                         
let's see here make sure I'm not missing                                        
any we I'm just gonna read a statement                                          
here I believe this is from Joel I                                              
believe that once the Apostle Paul                                              
received and began preaching the mystery                                        
truth in acts 13 that he preached only                                          
one gospel the grace message is it true                                         



in his pre prison writings a transition                                         
excuse me it is true in his pre prison                                          
writings a transitional period he used                                          
German Jewish terminology that his                                              
Jewish audience would have readily                                              
understood I believe he did this because                                        
out of it says heart's desire for Israel                                        
so he wanted to bring no offense this                                           
all changed at the close of the Acts                                            
period now that is a variation of what I                                        
have taught there that early on Paul was                                        
speaking this in the pre prison period                                          
speaking this Jewish terminology and                                            
that is that transitional period and in                                         
under that the transitional or the                                              
overlap if you will ended with the with                                         
with Paul's imprisonment and at that                                            
point he was only focusing on the things                                        
that were of Jews of course you've got                                          
the Kingdom in Acts chapter 28 so you                                           
this is live their statement there at                                           
all changed at the close of the Acts                                            
period I let me say very clearly that                                           
Scofield Bullinger stam Randy white all                                         
have kind of varying positions on this I                                        
don't think it's something that we are                                          
ever probably going to have totally                                             
worked out but it's certainly something                                         
that was is so fundamental and so worthy                                        
of of looking at and carrying all of                                            
that out okay I think that we have                                              
gotten everything that is has come                                              
through today I appreciate each one of                                          
you being here today                                                            
if you tuned in late and you missed the                                         
beginning of the program go back to the                                         
beginning and listen to Bo as shaggy as                                         
he talks about donald trump's peace plan                                        
that was put forth just yesterday or the                                        
day before and see what this israeli has                                        
to say about that and i think that that                                         
is fantastic and by the way if you are                                          
in our connect group or our rendu i p--                                         
ministries discussion group we have the                                         
retreat information up and it is going                                          
on our website here later today and                                             
we'll be there and I would love to see                                          
you in Branson over Labor Day weekend                                           
September 4th through the 7th and we                                            
will talk about the Psalms the Psalms                                           
graphically presented it will be a huge                                         
blessing and one more two more words                                            
here remember the special dispensation                                          
of publishing calm you buy this book a                                          
Christians guide to Kipling you get                                             
these two books absolutely free that's                                          
$14.99 for all three of them and then                                           
the third thing is that tonight we have                                         
the Gospel of John we're gonna look at                                          
John chapter 1 verses 6 through 9 I hope                                        
you'll join us at 6:15 mountain time you                                        
can catch it live or on the archives you                                        



can podcast it get it later all of those                                        
things thank you for the many many many                                         
things that you do for us pray for us                                           
and courage s we're grateful I look                                             
forward to seeing you tonight with the                                          
Gospel of John and till then may the                                            
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


